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Education
University of Brighton,    2010 – 2011
BA Honours Art & Design - 2:1

University of Brighton,    2008 – 2010
FdA Graphic Communication - Merit

Hastings College of Art and Technology,   1999 - 2000
RSA Secretarial Studies Stage III - Pass 

Grove School, 6 GCSE’s 1993 - 1998
including Art Grade A    

Work Experience
iSKO  2009 - Present
Freelance Graphic Designer

Lionel Copley       2009 – Present 
Freelance Graphic Designer

Triple Dee Textiles Ltd   2009 – Present
Freelance Graphic Designer

APL Studios  2011 - Present
Freelance Graphic Designer

Alan Paine Ltd       2009 – 2011
Freelance Graphic Designer

Daisy Publications Ltd   2000 – 2008
Mac Operator/Office Manager

Skills
• Highly competent with Apple Mac OS and 
Windows literate

• Fully conversant with Adobe Creative Suite, 
Quark Xpress and Microsoft Office

• Working knowledge of Adobe After Effects 

• Extensive administration and clerical skills.

Other Experience

• Volunteer work with Hastings Pier Charity School 

and Family Activities

Personal Qualities

• Creative and enthusiastic.

• Aptitude for learning new technology

• Effective in presenting ideas verbally and visually

• Strong and effective organisational skills

Referees
Triple Dee Textiles, Design Consultants
douglas@triple-dee.com, eilis@triple-dee.com

Lionel Copley, Design and Interior Consultant
lionelcopley@live.com

Richard De Pesando, Course Leader 
depesando@gmail.com

With over 10 years of experience in the design industry and an honours degree in art and design, I have a range of skills 
to achieve results across a broad variety of projects and briefs. Having worked on both large corporate projects and for 
small independent companies, I believe that a strong client relationship is key. I am dedicated to offering bespoke and 
effecitve creative solutions, however demanding the specifications.

Personal Statement
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iSKO // In House Information Poster

iSKO is a Denim Mill based in Turkey and I work for their Design Consultants, Triple Dee Textiles. They asked me revise 
their poster to best display the creative processes that differentiates them from sanko, their holding company. Their 
previous posters displayed images of their factories and denim but I wanted to show that all their processes come from 
a creative start point. 
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I also work with iSKO to initiliase logos and concept designs for their trade marks and implement final designs for their 
marketing material. These are visuals for a Love Water marketing campaign.

iSKO // Logo Design
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iSKO // Hang Tag Design

I have been working with iSKO since 2009 to develop their hang tag designs for each new season. They change once a 
year and need to distinguish their divisions and sub divions of denim for their buyers.
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I have been working for Lionel Copley since 2009 who initially approached me to design some T-Shirt concepts for 
Katharine Hamnett’s Japanese division. I have designed numerous T-Shirts since but have also helped him to implement 
design ideas from watch designs and wedding dresses through to logos and motifs.

Lionel Copley // Katharine Hamnett T-Shirt Designs
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Sarah Jane Whittaker // Illustration Stationary Design

Sarah Jane Whittaker is a jewellery designer who required some earring card and gift wrap design. The collection was 
dainty, romantic and nature inspired but needed a design solution that was also quirky to complement the jewellery.
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University of Brighton // Stop Gap Presents Posters and Logo

As part of onebirdonestone the University of Brighton approached us to devise a logo and poster for a film event they 
were holding. We worked on a number of logos and these were the final designs that were chosen. 
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Alan Paine // Stock Sample Brochure

Alan Paine are a classic knitwear company and they asked me to redesign their stock sample brochure for 2010. 
Their previous stock sample brochure was very photographic but I felt their images dated the look of the brochure 
so I designed a cleaner and simpler brochure that highlighted the details of their products which I felt their existing 
photographs didn’t do as well.
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10 Poptimism // Poster & Typography Design

For a campaign to promote optimism I found inspiration from the optimistic lyrics in pop songs. Music can be massively 
emotive and I wanted to translate, without the need for audio, the hope and optimism that a song can conjure up. 
Shadows are quite often conceived to invoke negative feelings and I thought it was interesting to use a shadow to project 
a positive message, also giving the words of the songs more depth. The messages are site specific and are placed in 
locations that wouldn’t usually evoke positive feelings but could if you looked at it from an optimistic point of view.
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11 Wellcome Brochure // Illustration and Brochure Design

I designed this brochure for the Wellcome Collection based on my sketches of items in the muesem. There were many 
curious oddities in the collection and I thought this image not only emphasised the bizarre medical artifacts and artworks 
but also sumised the sense of the museum’s unusual curation.
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12 James & The Giant Peach // Book & Animation Design
J&GPPoster1A3c.indd   1 02/06/2011   09:35

Working on a brief to design a cover for James and the Giant Peach, I was instantly thinking about a 3d object that could 
also be applied to interactive digital media. The future of books has been a topic of discussion since the invention of 
ebooks for the iPad and the Kindle.  I wanted to demonstrate how the design of a physical book could still be relevant to 
the application of digital media.
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13 The Rooms // Identity 

The Rooms is a well known and much loved venue in St Leonards. It already has an identity of sorts that has grown from the nature of 
the space and personality of the owners - my task was to develop a working visual language and brand identity that developed the 
brand, complementing what was already there but also taking them forward.
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14 The Chemical Brothers - ‘I am the Walrus” // CD Album Art

The project brief was to design the album art for a fictional re-mix by The Chemical Brothers of The Beatles song “I am the Walrus”. 
The design idea was based around beat analysis, a process popular in dance music and how “I am the Walrus” is one of the most 
anaylsed Beatles songs.


